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The Second International Summer School was excellent in every aspect.  The format of the             
program was perfect: with the harmonious split between extremely informative classroom           
work and  enriching extracurricular activities. Every morning, I woke up excited about the class              
discussions and then left each afternoon with plenty of  ideas, thoughts and new vistas of               
knowledge. On top of that, students, organizers and the country on the whole left an imprint                
on my heart. I wish to express my sincere thanks to all of you for your tremendous input into                   
this school, where I am sure each of us embraced opportunities we’ve never been given              
before. Undoubtedly, this was a truly unforgettable experience that motivates me in future             
endeavors! Vica Chumenko 
 
It was our pleasure to attend lectures and discuss controversial topics. Such debates helped              
me understand the importance of national unity and democracy in a particular state in the               
context of regional and global security and stability. I came up with some ideas about how to                 
solve Ukrainian problems by using the Estonian example. I also met a lot of ambitious young                
leaders who I can cooperate with in order to implement plans to make Ukraine the best place                 
to live in. Anna Buchynska, Kiev 
 
The summer school Prospects for Democracy,      
Stability and Europeanization in Ukraine: What      
Lessons from the Baltic Experience? is a very good         
opportunity for young people, students and      
researchers to obtain knowledge and practical      
experience in the field of international relations, as        
well as to explore the tiny and beautiful country of          
Estonia. It was my first visit abroad and I discovered          
more about Estonia, a very progressive country       
which could be an example for Ukraine in our reform          
process. I met very friendly people and made friends.         
I will strongly recommend this summer school to all         
of my friends. Viacheslav Holub, Kiev 
 
During the Second International Summer School, we       
were in an academic energy bubble away from        
typical education or work. I was surrounded by other         
people who are just as interested in the Baltic         
experience as I am and who just ‘get it’. The lectures,           
seminars, presentations, and speeches, as well as all        
the meetings and connections I made at this school, left me informed and inspired to               
continue on as a fighter for a better future for my country. It was also a fantastic opportunity                  
to combine academic studying with a chance to be a tourist in Estonia, learning about its                
culture and gaining valuable life experience. It was truly a once in a lifetime opportunity that I                 
will never forget. Vitalii Starosta, Uzhhorod 
 

 



Applying for the summer school in Estonia was the best decision of my summer 2015. It                
doesn't take much time to fall in love with Estonia, because almost instantly you are               
surrounded by the most professional, friendly and kind people. During the summer school, you              
have perfect networking opportunities - you meet not only professors of Tartu University, who              
take their job seriously to answer all your questions regarding Estonia and its policies, but               
also exceptional professionals - representatives of Supreme Court and Parliament of Estonia            
and respected people who are in charge of Estonia's interior and international relations (like              
Trivimi Velliste, Jüri Luik and many others). Most importantly, organizers give you plenty of              
time to explore the country yourself, and after this, you want to come back to Tartu and                 
Tallinn again and again. Viktoria Barbaniuk 
 

 
Thanks a lot to Piret Ehin and Varje Kuut for          
the organization of the summer school at the        
University of Tartu! Thanks to Mariana      
Semenyshyn and her contribution to the      
organisation as well. We obtained essential,      
comprehensive knowledge on how our close      
Baltic friends, Estonia in particular, managed      
to recover from the Soviet oppression. I       
believe that the new Ukrainian generation will       
overcome today’s hard times and win the war        
for dignity, liberty and independence. Viktoria      
Antonenko 
 
 

Visiting the summer school at Tartu University inspired me to discover Estonia and the Baltic               
countries. Lectures, discussions, and meetings personally gave me a lot of material to think              
about in how I could develop my country and myself as an individual. Also, I believe that the                  
result of this study will be presented in my journalistic work and my academic activities.               
Maryna Makuschenko 
 
I am sincerely grateful to the organizers of the summer school for their hospitality, warm and                
friendly attitude, and for this great opportunity to get acquainted with the modern life,              
experience of state-building and the Euro-Atlantic integration of Estonia. I believe that the             
reformist path of this socially and economically successful Baltic state can be invaluable for              
the development of Ukrainian civil society. The summer school’s program was very            
interesting and dedicated to a wide range of practical issues such as deregulation,             
e-government and other structural and institutional reforms, which can and should be used in              
Ukraine. I thank the University of Tartu, in particular Piret Ehin, Varje Kuut and Mariana               
Semenyshyn, for the excellent organization of the program and for this great opportunity to              
discover the Ilus maa – the beautiful land of Estonia. Vitalii Markovych, Lviv 
 
 

 


